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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 100
 
How many MAC addresses will be listed on a Blade Server iSCSI HBA?
 

A. 4 
B. 3 
C. 2 
D. 1 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 101 
A customer wants to connect an existing System x server to a System i5 570 4/8 way server
with an IXA adapter.What is required to configure the System x server on its own HSL loop? 

A. Order two copper HSL cables. 
B. Order two optical HSL cables. 
C. Order two copper HSL2 cables. 
D. Order two copper HSL to HSL2 cables. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 102 
A customer has four blade servers, each requiring two initiator ports attached via iSCSI to a 
System i server.  How many target HBAs and switch modules for iSCSI in a BladeCenter are 
required? 

A. 1 target HBA and 1 switch module 
B. 1 target HBA and 2 switch modules 
C. 2 target HBAs and 1 switch module 
D. 2 target HBAs and 2 switch modules 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 103 
A customer has a System i running i5/OS V5R4 with an IXA-attached System x server with 
Linux RHEL4. They want to implement a connection from the System x to a DB2 database on 
i5/OS that is isolated from the production network.  Which of the following is the least 
expensive way to meet this requirement? 

A. Configure the virtual Ethernet LAN to connect Linux to i5/OS. 
B. Configure the System x built-in LAN adapter as a shared resource between Linux and i5/OS 
and route the traffic through the shared interface. 
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C. Add an additional LAN adapter to the System x and to the System i and route the traffic 
from the System x to DB2 through a private network. 
D. Use a USB hub to connect Linux to the HMC and use TCP/IP passthru to i5/OS through the
HMC private LAN segment. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 104 
A customer has a standalone Windows server which has a physically attached color laser 
printer.  The customer wants to know how to attach the laser printer to a 2.0Ghz IXS. Which of 
the following describes this procedure? 

A. Connect the printer to the first free USB port on the IXS card. 
B. Connect the printer to the parallel connection on the IXS card. 
C. Connect the printer to any of the two serial ports on the IXS card. 
D. Add FC #2945 to add support for printer connections on the IXS.Cable the printer to the
2945 card. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 105 
A customer wants to install an IXA attached System x server on an existing System i.When 
using the *BASIC option on the INSTWNTSVR command, from where will the install image 
be loaded? 

A. Windows Integration image catalog 
B. /QIBM/ProdData/QNTC IFS directory 
C. Windows server CD in the System x optical drive 
D. Windows server CD in the System i optical drive 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 106 
A customer has a System i model 520 running V5R4.  They currently have a 4812-001 IXS 
installed in the CEC. All the slots in the CEC are occupied.  They would like to increase the 
server performance by upgrading to a dual processor Intel server.  Using the latest technologies, 
what steps would they need to take in order to achieve this? 

A. Remove the IXS from the CEC. Install a 4812-002 dual processor IXS. Change the Resource 
name field in the NWSD to point to the new 4812-002 dual processor IXS. 
B. Remove the IXS from the CEC. Use the 5706 gigabit Ethernet adapter for iSCSI to attach a
dual processor 
System x.  Follow the iSCSI install read me first to complete the installation and configuration. 
C. Remove the IXS from the CEC.  Install an iSCSI target HBA into the CEC.  Install a dual 
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processor System x with an iSCSI initiator HBA. Follow the iSCSI install read me first to 
complete the installation and configuration. 
D. Use the System i embedded Ethernet adapter to provide the iSCSI connection.  Install a dual 
processor System x with software initiator. Follow the iSCSI install read me first to complete 
the installation and configuration. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 107 
A customer has a System i server with two i5/OS partitions.  Partition 1 has four iSCSI 
attached System x servers.What are the IBM Director server requirements to migrate two of 
these servers to Partition 2? 

A. Use IBM Director server installed on the HMC. 
B. Install and use IBM Director server in Partition 2. 
C. Use the IBM Director server installed on Partition 1. 
D. Install and use the IBM Director server on one of the migrated System x servers. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 108 
A customer has two System x servers attached to an i825 via IXA.They are planning an 
upgrade to a System i5 570 with two partitions running V5R3M5.What option does the 
customer have to integrate three servers in total? 

A. Attach a new server via IXA and keep existing servers via IXA. 
B. Attach a new server via iSCSI and keep existing servers via IXA. 
C. Attach a new server via iSCSI and convert the existing two to iSCSI. 
D. Attach a new server via iSCSI to one partition and existing servers via IXA to another
partition. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 109
 
A System i customer is considering server consolidation with iSCSI attached System x servers.
 
The customer will initially require a 2-way System x server with scalability to a 4-way.  Which
 
of the following System x models will meet this need?
 

A. x346 
B. x3850 
C. x3650 
D. x3550 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 110 
In V5R4, when checking the status of an iSCSI attached remote system through iSeries 
Navigator, a valid status response is received.  Which of the following is the reason for this? 

A. The iSCSI IP network is configured correctly between the target and initiator HBAs. 
B. The correct version of firmware and BIOS are installed on the target and initiator HBAs. 
C. The LPP 5722-WSV is installed and the correct version of IBM Director server is installed. 
D. IBM Director server is installed, started, and is able to make a connection to the remote 
system's Service Processor. 

Answer: D 
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